INTERMEDIATE FIRST YEAR

INDIAN HISTORY SYLLABUS

Unit – I Introduction
Meaning of History and its importance, Geographical features and its Influence on Indian History, Sources of Indian History

Unit – II Ancient Indian Civilization

Unit – III Religious Movements in 6th C. BC
Jainism – Mahavira - Buddhism – Gautama Buddha

Unit – IV Mauryas and Successors

Unit – V Gupta Age

Unit – VI Harsha Vardhana

Unit – VII Deccan and South Indian Kingdoms
Badami Chalukyas – Pulakesin II; Pallavas – Literature / Art and Architecture – Cholas – Local self government.

Unit – VIII Muslim Invasions
Arab Invasions – Turkish invasions – Ghazani Mohammed - Ghori Mohammed - effects of Muslim invasions.

Unit – IX Delhi Sultanate (1206 – 1526 AD)
Unit – X  South Indian Kingdom

Unit – XI  Mughal Dynasty

Unit – XII  Coming of Europeans

Unit – XIII  Freedom Movement in India

Unit – XIV  Maps;
1) Ashokas’ Empire
2) Gupta Empire
3) Akbar Empire
4) Shivaji Empire
5) Krishnadevaraya Empire
6) 1857 Mutiny Places